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Abst rac t - -A  new method is given for analytical inversion of the Radon transform given limited 
angle data. Numerical aspects of this inversion problem are discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Inversion of the Radon transform is a mathematical problem of interest in many applications, in
tomography, for instance [1-4]. Exact inversion formulas are known if the Radon transform is 
given for all values of its arguments. The aim of this paper is to obtain analytic formulas which 
give an arbitrary accurate Radon transform inversion in the case when the data are incomplete, 
and to discuss numerical aspects of the inversion procedure. 
Let us recall the definition of the Radon transform. Let f E L~(Ba), Ba : -  {z : [z[ _< a}, 
z E R", n >_ 2, f(z)  = 0 in B~ := R" \Ba, 0 E S ~-1, where S "-1 is the unit sphere in R". Define 
the Radon transform ](f,p): 
](f,p) -" /f(z)B(p-f .z)dz = ~.,__p f(z) ds, /:--- ~, (1) 
where 6(p - f • z)  is the delta-function, f • z is the inner product, f E R n, p is a real number, 
ds is the element of the area of the plane f • x = p. It is well known (and obvious) that 
](A f,p) = [Al-1](f,p~-l), ~ E R \  {0}. Therefore, one can assume that f = 0, where 0 E S "-1, 
and consider ](O,p). Let )~ = If[, 0 = f/If[. Then 
F(f) :-- ] ( f ) : -"  [ f (x)exp( i f ,  z)dz - [ /(x) exp(iA0. x) d~r 
J J (2) 
/: I /: = dp exp(iA p) f(z) d8 = exp(iA p) ](0, p) dp. oo .~----p oo 
Thus the Fourier transform ](f)  := ]()~, 0) can be obtained by taking the Fourier transform of 
](O,p) in the variable p. If the function ](O,p) is known on an open set w E S n-I rather than 
on all of S n-l, then the data are called incomplete. The following uniqueness result is: 
LEMMA 1. The values ](O,p), VO E w, Vp E R, determine f(x) 6 L2(Ba) uniquely. 
PROOF. I f f  E L2(Ba), then ](f)  is an entire function of f  e C". If](O,p) is known for all 0 e w 
and all p e R, then (2) shows that ](f)  is known in the cone K := {~ : ~[f[-I E w}. By analytic 
continuation ]( f )  is uniquely determined in C a. Thus f(z) is uniquely determined. | 
The problem is to find f(z)  E L2(Ba) given ](O,p) for all 0 E ~o and all p E N. In Section 2 
we give an inversion formula for incomplete Radon transform data. In Section 3 the numerical 
aspects of the problem are discussed. The inversion formula is based on the author's results [4-9]. 
The discussion of the numerical aspects of the inversion is based on the results in [1,3,5,9]. Many 
references on Radon transform can be found in [2] and [3]. 
The author thard~ ONR and NSF for support and M. Kllbanov for pointing out [1]. 
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2. INVERSION OF INCOMPLETE RADON TRANSFORM DATA 
1. The idea is as follows: given ](/9,p), V/9 • w, Vp • R, find ](A,/9), V/9 • w and VA • (0,oo) 
by formula (2). Thus ](A,/9) is known in K+ := {A,/9 : /9 • to, A > 0}. It is also known in 
K_ := {A,/9 :/9 • w, A < 0}. Indeed, changing A ---, -A in (2) transforms f(~) into ] ( -~)  so that 
K+ is transformed onto K_. Consider 
£ £ exp(iA p) ](/9, -p)  dp = exp(-iA v) ](/9, v) du 
oo ~o 
/? )I = dvexp(-iA v f(x) dx 
-- / f(x) exp(--iA/9, x) dx = ](-~). 
(3) 
If f(x) is real-valued, then one can find ](A, O) in K_, given ](A, 0) in K+, by taking complex 
conjugate of ](A,/9). In [5,9,10] an inversion formula for the Fourier transform of a compactly 
supported function from a compact is given and various its applications are investigated. This 
formula solves also the problem we are interested in here. Indeed, given ](/9, p), V/9 • w, Vp • R, 
and knowing that f • L~(Ba), one finds ](A,/9), for V/9 • w, VA • I~, that is the Fourier transform 
of f(x) in K := K+ U K_. Choose a ball B := B(~0, R) C K+ centered at ~0 with radius R. 
Given ](~) in B (noise-free data) one can recover f(x) analytically with an arbitrary accuracy. 
2. Let us formulate the result [5,7,9] we are going to use. Let 
/ v  exp(i~ • y) f(y) dy = F(~), 
a 
I~1 < ao. (4) 
Multiply (4) by (27r)-ShN(~)exp(--i~. x) and integrate over Bxo in ~ to get: 
fN(X) :-" /B dy f(y)6N(X -- y) = (2~') - s /B  d~ F(~) hN(~)exp(--i~ . x), 
4 AO 
(5) 
where N is an integer, 
dfNCx ) := (2~r) -s  [ d~ hN(~) exp(--i~ • x), 
JBx  o 
(6) 
so that 
Let us choose [5, p.267] 
hN(~) = fR, 6N(X)exp(i~ " X) dx. (7) 
(N  '~n/2( l_14~2~)Nl  1 f l~l<xod~exp(.2Ni ' 'x }2N+n+-r (8) 
where IBI is the volume of B and 7 > 0 is an integer. Note that, in It s, with I¢l = A, ~/A = 0, 
y/lyl  = ~, 
fl~ d~ exp(i~ • y) = [j0 x° d)~A~Ldaexp(iAa.alYl) = f0x° d,~ A2 4r sin(Alyl) 
I<Xo AlYl 
4r ~Xo 47r [Xol•l 
= ~_  daasin(,XlYl) = T'~Jo  d t ts in t  
4~r[sin(~olYl) - ao lYl cos(XolYl)] 
lYl 3 
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Thus, 
IBxol I<~o 
If n = 2, then 
d~ exp(i~ • y) = sin(Ao lyl) - Aolyl co~(Ao lyl) 
(,,Xo lyl):~/3 yE#.  
(9) 
1 
~r~o £1<~o 
1 [~° 
d~ exp(i~ • y) = ~ Jo 
2~r ~o x° 
= ~o 
~0 
27 
da ~ exp(i.Xlul 0. ~) dO 
2d,(AolyD d.X,XJo(&lyl) - ,~olyl ' y6  R 2. 
(10) 
If n > 2, then 
1~ exp(i~.y)d~ = nr  (~)  2.~()%ly])_.12 jn/2()~o]yD, 
[B:~ol I<~ 
y6R", n>2.  (10') 
Here r(z) is the Gamma function and L(z )  is the Bessel function. 
LEMMA 2. 
The function (8) is an entire function of exponential type 1%. It is 0 (lz[ ~N-(~N+"+~)~?~) as 
~~n.+.L _ 2N - n. Ixl -~ oo, so that hN(~) denned by (7) is in Cm(Bxo) for 0 < m < (2N + n +,  2 
The function hN(~) = O, for [~[ > Ao. The function 6N(Z) is a delta-sequence in Ba in the 
following sense: for any f (z)  6 L2(Ba) one has 
Ill(x) - :N(=)IIL'(B.) ~ o, ~ N -~ oo, (II) 
where 
fN(m) :-- / 6N(m -- y) f(y) dy. 
JB6 
lY f(z) e C(B~) then (n) holds with C(B.) norm in place of L2(B.). If 
(12) 
Ilfllc,(n.) -~ral, (13) 
where ml = const > O, then 
Hf(x) --fN(X)HC(B.) ~ cN -1D, as N--*oo, (14) 
where c = const > 0 depends on a and ml but not on N. 
PROOF. The fact that (8) is of exponential type A0 is obvious. By Paley-Wiener Theorem, hN(~) 
vanishes for I~1 > A0. One has [11, p. 144] 
Therefore, 
]~ l<xoeXp( i ( ' z )d~l=O( Iz ' - '~2t ) '  as ,x , - - *~.  (15) 
16u(z)l = 0 " " (,Ixl2N-Ou+"+'I",-F-), as Ixl-~ ~.  (16) 
If (22V+n+-r)(,+l) _ 2N - n > m, then (Ix[ + 1)m]6N(Z)[ 6 LI(R"), so that hN(~) 6 Cm(R n) and 2 
hN(5) -- 0 for )~l > ,X0. Formula (11) will be proved for n = 3. The proof is similar for any 
i N :12(  I~1~ ~ integer n > 1. The idea of the proof is simple: the factor ~4~-'~a ] xl - 4~ ) is a polynomial 
delta-sequence on Ba; the last factor in (8) is an entire function (of exponential type )~0) which 
tends to 1 uniformly on compact sets of R~. Therefore 6N(x) is a delta-sequence on Ba. Note 
that 6N(Z) is not a delta-sequence on R n since its Fourier transform vanishes for [~[ ) A0 for 
all N, while the Fourier transform of a delta-sequence on R n has to tend to 1 and, therefore, its 
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support cannot stay inside a fixed compact set. The parameter 7 in (8) regulates the rate of decay 
of 8g(x) as ]xl --~ c¢, so that it regulates the smoothness of hN(~). Precisely, hN(~) • Cm(ll n) 
(2N+"+7)(n+l) -- 2N - n. for all m < 2 
Let us now prove (11) and (14). The proof is based on some lemmas. 
LEMMA 3. One has 
}" { 1 / ,~  ,<xod 'exp(~-=~)  =1+O , asN.-~oo, 
LEMMA 4. 
~,x • R n, n_> 1. (17) 
Let n = 3. Then 
4-"~"~a2 ) Jl,l_<<, 
I= s(y)dy = + (18) 
1 I<xod~exp = 1+O ~ =1+O , N--*oo. (21) 
Lemma 3 is proved. 1 
PROOF OF LEMMA 4. Let us recall the well known Watson's lemma [12]: If g(t) E CI([0, 1]), 
then 
/ l t~- lexp( -At~)g( t )d t= l [A -MaF(~)  g(O)+O(A-&~'~) ] -- a , A---~ +~.  (22) 
Here F(z) is the gamma-function, a > 0, fl > 0. Note that 
4a 2 j dy = /A--=-~2I 4% t dr - _ \4ra ] Jo 4a~] 
- (4z-)x/~ dt P I - :=  I ,  
1-  =exp - [ l+O( t  2) ast-=*O. Thus /~=3,  a=2,  A=-~,g( t )= 1, and and 
(22) applied to I yields: 
I = _47r_1/------- ~ N -~ oo. (23) 
Thus ,  
/~ ~ d6 = 0. (20) 
I<xo 
wh ere 
[ l~N(X)l l  -~  0, as N -~ c¢.  (19)  
The norm in (19) is L2(Ba) or C(Ba) depending on whether f 6 L~(Ba) or f 6 C(Ba). 
From these two lemmas (11) follows immediately. Estimate (14) is established in the course of 
the proof of Lemma 4. This completes the sketch of the proof of Lemma 2. | 
Let us pass to the proof of Lemmas 3 and 4. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 3. By symmetry one has 
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One has 
,(N %"=Fj,,,;° 
- 4a2]  
(24) 
Using (22), with a = 2,/3 = 4, ~ = N, one gets 
fo2" (1- ~--~) Nrs dr = O(N-a). (25) 
Combining (24) and (25) one obtains 
(26) 
Lemma 4 is proved for f e C(Ba). Formula (14) is proved for f • CZ(B,O. 
Assume now that f • L2(B,~). We want to prove (11). We use an approximation argument. 
Pick an arbitrary small e > 0 and an f~ such that f, • C(Ba) and I[f - f,[[L2(e,) < e. One has, 
with I1" II = I1" IIL2(8.), 
[LfN(~) - f (~) l l  < I I f(~) -- L(~)I I  + I [L(~) - .f,N(~)ll + [I.f,N(~) -- fN(~) l l  := I ,  + I2 + IS. (27) 
Clearly/1 < e,/2 < e for N > N(e), by the already proved part of Lemma 4. Let us prove that 
13 < • for N > Nl(e). This will complete the proof of Lemma 4. 
One has, with ¢, := f( - f ,  I1¢,11 < e, 
x~ = I I LN  - fNI I  2 --< 
< 
_< cNa ~' J,.fs<_l Jl~fl<-I dudv(1 -lula)N(1-[vI2)N < ce'. 
Thus, given an arbitrary small e > 0, one can find N(e) such that 
I~,,(y) ~b,(,)l 
(28) 
IIfN(x) - f(x)ll < ce, for N > N(0 ,  (29) 
Lemma 4 is proved. | 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2 as well. 
3. Assume that ](~) is given (without noise) in K+. Choosing the za-axis as the symmetry axis 
of K+ one can write K+ as the set {~ : Itg[ < 00}, where 8 = (tg, ¢) are angular polar coordinates of 
E R a. Choose a~0 E K+ on the za-axis. The ball B~ o := B := {~ : [~-~ol < ~0, ~o = I~o[ cos tgo} 
belongs to K+, so that f(~) is known in B~ o. Note that, with p := ~ - fo ,  ~ = P + fo, 
F(U) : -  ](~) - f f (z )  exp(i~o • z) exp(ip • z) dz. (30) 
C&MW& 22:4 /5 -H  
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Denote 
Then 
g(z) := f ( z )  exp(i~o • z), );(P + ¢o) := G(U), Ao = I¢ol cos 0o. (31) 
fl~, g(x) exp(i# • z) dz = G(p), Ipl < Ao. (32) 
I_<~o 
This is an equation of the type (4). Therefore, given F(p) for IP] ~ A0, gh,(z) can be calculated 
by formula (5): 
(2/1") -3 [_ G(p) hN(p) exp(--ip" z) dp, (33) gN(Z) 
d./J ~'o 
where hN (p) is given by (7) and (6). By Lemma 2 one has 
IlgN(z) - g(z)llz,2(B,,) ~ O, as N - -  c~. (34) 
By the first formula (31) and (34) one has 
Ill(x) - exp(it~o, z)gNll ~ 0, as N ~ oo. (35) 
We have proved 
TH~.ORZM 1. Let f(x) E L2(B=), z E R a, and assume that the Radon transform f(O,p) is known 
for a//p E R and a/l 0 E w C S 2, where w is an open set in S 2. Then (11) holds with 
fN(Z) := exp(i~o •z) gN(Z), (36) 
where gN(z)  is given by (33), with hN(p) defined by (7) and (6), G(p) is defined by the second 
form,~a (3Z), and i(O is denned by/(o,p) by eormuh (2): 
£ /(0, A) = exp(iAp) f(0, p) dp. (37) 
oo 
REMARK 1. If I l f l lc,(~.) < m, then IlY - fNl le(8,)  _ emN-l/2. This statement follows from 
Lemma 2. 
3. NUMERICAL  ASPECTS 
1. First, let us prove that the inversion procedure (for incomplete Radon transform data) 
formulated in Section 2 can be made stable with respect o small perturbations of the data. Note 
that inversion of the incomplete Radon transform is an ill-posed problem: a small perturbation 
of the data may yield a function which is not the Radon transform of some f E L2(B=). For 
example, the Radon transform of a compactly supported function has compact support, generates 
the Fourier transform by formula (37) and this Fourier transform is an entire function of ~ = A0. 
This function y(~) is known in the cone K+ 101 < 00 (and in the cone r - 00 < 0). The problem 
of analytic continuation of y(~) from K+ to Rn is an ill-posed problem. 
Suppose that noisy data F6(~) are given in (4) in place of F(~), and assume that 
sup IF6(0 - F(~)I < 8. (38) 
~EBx o 
THEOREM 2. There exists N(6), N(6) ~ e¢, as 6 ~ O, such that 
I I f6.m,)(x) - f(x)l l~=(B.) - o, as ~ - o, (39) 
wh ere 
f6,N(0)(z) := (2~') - s /B  d~ F6(~) hN(,)(~)exp(--i,~ • z). 
ko 
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PROOF. One has, with fN(Z) defined by (5), and II" II = ll" lilacs.). 
Ilf6,N(,)(~) - f(x)ll _ IIf6.N(,) - fN(,)ll + IlfN(,) - fll ~ 6 a(N(6)) 4- O(N(6)), (40) 
where 
a(N)  := (2x) -3 /B  IhN(~)[ d~ --* co, as N ~ oo (41) 
)'o 
~7(N) := IlfN - f l l  -'* 0, as N - -  oo. (42) 
For a fixed 6 > 0 find N(6) such that 
~(6, N) := 6a(N) + ~i(N) = rain, (43) 
where the minimum is taken over all positive integers N. From (41) and (42) it follows that N(6) 
exists such that e(6) := e(6, N(6)) _< e(6, N) and e(6) --* 0, as 6 ---, 0. Theorem 2 is proved. I 
REMARK 2. One can estimate a(N) and, assuming llfllc,w.) < m, one can estimate r/(N). 
This allows one to estimate 6(6). For example, if [If[[c~(s,) _< m, then, by Lemma 2, T/(N) < 
c m N -I/~. The function a(N) does not depend on the data: by (41) and (6) 
a(N) < (21r) -3 [ [hN(~)[d~ < (2~r) -3 ( /B  
JB~o ~o 
_< -3/2 IB ol 1/2 116N(=)IIL'(R )" 
IhN lad~) 1/2 JB~o 11/2 
(44) 
Theorem 2 proves that f6,N(6)(x) yields a stable approximation to f(x) in L2(B,) norm given 
noisy data F6(~). The rate e(6) of convergence as 6 --* 0 may be very slow. 
2. If the data f(O,p) are noisy, then the problem is to calculate stably its Fourier trans- 
form by formula (37) given f6(O,p) such that [](0,p) - ]6(0,p)[ < 6. The reader can find in 
[13,14] and in [10, p. 108] some stable methods for this harmonic synthesis problem under the 
a priori assumption about the bounds on the derivatives of ]6(0,p). For example, assume that 
[[g,(x) - g(z)HL~([l) < 6 and (1 + z2)blg(z)l < e, b > ¼. The problem is to approximate stably 
~(A) := f-~oo g(z)exp(iA x)dz E L~(R1). There are several ways to solve this problem [14]. Let 
us mention just one. Define 
F ~,(A) := g,(z) exp(iA x) dz. (45) N
One has, by Parseval's equality, 
-- J~lx [O[ ~ dz -[- 2 6 ~ N < el N -4t'+l -{- 2 6 2 N. (46) 
Minimizing in N > 0 yields N = N(6) = c2 6- ~ and the minimum of the right-hand side of (46) 
is O(62-~)  ~ 0, as 6 --~ 0. Therefore formula (45) with N = N(6) - c2 6-~ yields a stable 
approximation to ~6(A), and the error of this approximation is O(62-~),  as 6 --* 0. 
One can use an Abel-type summation method [14] to give a different solution to the same 
problem, or a regularization method. 
3. The inversion of the Fourier transform is the more stable the larger A0 is in (4) provided 
that parameter a is fixed. One can always scale the problem so that a = 1, for example. The 
actual significance, as a characteristic of the ill-posedness of the problem, has the parameter aA0: 
the smaller this parameter, the more ill-posed the inversion problem (4) is. For simplicity and 
without loss of generality assume a = 1 in what follows. Then the above parameter equals A0. 
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If the function F(~) is known for all [~1 <- X0 and X0 is sufficiently large then the numerical 
methods for inversion of F(~) (or ](0,p)) are well developed [2]. However, if X0 in (31) is large 
and 0 < 00 < ~r, then ~0 is to be large. Therefore, the large region of the hall I~-  ~ol _< X0 is 
situated far away from the origin, the point ~ = 0. The function F(~) is small in this region and 
if F(~) is calculated with an error this error should be very small in order that a stable inversion 
of F(~) be possible. 
Therefore, it is of interest o extend the values F(~) from the cones K+ U K_ to the ball 
I~] -< X0. We therefore want to solve the following problem. 
4. PROBLEM A. Let G(k) := f~lg(z )exp( ikx)dz ,  g(z) e Lg(-1,1).  Assume that G(k) is 
known on the set E := {k : k E C, k = ib + er, a > X0, a < -)~0}, where X0 > 0 is a fixed number. 
Find G(k) on the segment t := {k : k = ib + ~, -X0 < a < X0}. 
This problem arises naturally in the above context. Indeed, if G(k) is known in the angles 
(analog of the cones K+ U g_ )  ]argk I < 00, ]Tr- argk] < 00, then G(k) is known on the part 
Eo f  any line Z: parallel to the real axis £ := {k : k = ib + a ,a  E R}, for which a > Ib] cot tg0 
and a < -]blcotag0, and we want to find G(k) on the complementary segment  := {k : k = 
ib + a, -Ib] cot 00 < a < ]bl cot 00}. If this problem is solved then we have complete data in the 
region Ik[ < ,~0, or in R a, in the ball I~1 < X0. 
We will outline some methods for solving problem A. Only numerical experiments can demon- 
strate the resolution power of the inversion procedures based on these methods. 
5. The first method is based on the following idea. Assume b > 0 without loss of generality. 
Map conformally the upper half-plane Im k > 0 onto the unit disk so that the point iq is mapped 
into the origin, e.g., 
k- iq  w+l  
w-  k+iq '  k=- iqw_ l .  
One can choose 0 < q < b, for example q = b/2. The line £ = {k : k = ib + a~, x E R} is mapped 
onto a curve £w in the unit disk, G(k) = G.  ( - iq  ~_11) := ¢(w). The function ¢(w) is analytic 
in Do := {w :]w I < w0 < 1}, where w0 > 0 is an arbitrary number smaller than 1, so that 
G(k) = ~ c~w~, Iwl < w0 < 1, (47) 
j=0 
where cj are the Taylor coefficients of ¢(w) at w = 0. Consider the part of L:~ := £w \ lw 
which lies inside D0. Here ~to is the image of l under the eonformal mapping. Fix an arbitrary 
large integer M and M points wm on/ :~ fl Do. An approximate linear system for finding the 
coefficients cj, 0 < j < M - 1, can be written as: 
M-1 CjWJrn = G - iq -- , 1 < m < M. 
j =0 Wm 
If Wm ~: Wr,' for m ¢m'  one has det u~/m ¢ 0, (Vandermonde determinant), so that the sys- 
tem (48) is uniquely solvable. If cj are found, then the function ¢(w) can be found approximately 
on ~w :
M-1 
¢(w) -- ~ cjw j, w e lw, (49) 
j=0 
and the function G(k) on l can be found approximately: 
G(k) ~, ¢ \k  + iq J '  k e L (50) 
It is of interest o give error estimates for this procedure. This is a problem left for the render. 
6. The second approach to Problem A is based on the classical idea of Lagrange interpolation 
formula for entire functions. Similar ideas were used in [15,16], but to the problem at hand 
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(Problem A) these ideas were first applied in [3]. The interpolation formula used in [3] is of the 
form: 
= (- ly~-(j  + I) (G( . j )  G_(-.~).) 
G(k) - 'c°sh( (b2-k2) l /2)Z[~r2( j+ l)2jrb2]a/2 \a j -k  -I- aj Jrk ] '  b>0,  (51) 
j=0 
where aj = [(j Jr I)2a 2 Jr b 2] a/2. By choosing b > 0 sufficiently large one can get all the points 
aj outside of any finite interval [-~0, ~0]; A0 > 0 is arbitrary fixed. 
It is assumed that G(k) in (51) is of the form given in Problem A. If k = ~ + i~, a, ~ 6 R, then 
/~ (sinh(2A)~ x/2 c 
IG(k)l _< 1 Ig(z)lexp(-Ax)d:v < IlgllL~(-1,a) \ ~ / -< ~ [Igllexp(lAI)- (52) 
From (52) it follows that 
IG(k)l _< ~(~)Ilgll exp(l~D, 0 < ~(~) _< ~ I~1-1/2, ~ I~1 -> 1, 
(53) 
0 < a(A)_< e, if [A[_< 1. 
It is also obvious that, with some e(~) ~ O, as ~ ---* oo, 
IG(k)l _< ~ ~(~)exp(I,Xl)~ O, as I~1 ~ oo, k = ~+i,X.  (54) 
Indeed, if g(x) E C a ([-1, 1]) then (54) follows from an integration by parts with e(a) = 0 (~) .  
If g E L2[-1, 1] and e > 0 is arbitrary small, then there exists a g~ ~ C~([-1, 1]) such that 
[ lg -  geHL~(-1,D < e. Thus, for lal ___ 1, 
IG(k)l-< I~  (g -  g')exp(ikx)dzl+ I~  g,(x)exp(ikz)dz[<_cexp(IAI)[e+c(e)a-l]. (55, 
Formula (54) follows from (55). Note that c(e) --* oo when e ---* 0, if g(z) ¢ Ca([-1, 1]). 
LEMMA 5. Let G(k) = fl_ag(z)exp(ikz)dz, g ~ L2(-1, 1). Then (51) holds. 
PROOF. Consider the rectangular contour Cpd which consists of the lines Imz = q-p~r where p 
is an integer, and Re z = +d, where d > 0 is a large number to be taken to infinity. It follows 
from (54) that 
L G(z) (z dz I ( ~ ) z='4"d - -  k) cosh{(b 2 - zZ) 112 } < 0 as d --* oo, 
1 
0.1. 
(56) 
One estimates the integrals 
m,f=p, (z - k) cosh{(b 2 - z2)l/2} < 0 . (57) 
Here one uses the estimate [G/ eosh{(b ~-z2)l/2}l <_ e, for z = -I-ip~r Jr a, erp -1 ~ 0 as p ~ co. 
Choose d ~ ~ and p --* oo such that ~(d) d -1 p+dp -1 ---* O. This is clearly possible: for example, 
one can take p - e-1/2(d) d. Then e(d) d -1 p Jr dp -1 = O(el/2(d)) ---* 0 as d ---* oo. Note that 
cosh{(b 2 - z2) 1/2} has simple zeros aj - +[b 2 + (j + I)27r2] 1/2, j = 0, 1, 2 , . . . .  
Choosing d --* c¢ and p - e-1/~(d) d ---* ~ ,  one has 
0 = lira 1 /~  G(z) dz G(z) 
d-.*oo ~i  -~p, (Z -- k) co~(~'---  z2)l/2} = Z Res (z - b) cosh{(b 2 - z2)l/2 } 
G(k) ~ f G(aj) (-1)Ja'( j Jr I )  G(-aj) (-1)J~'(j  Jr 1) 
= c°sh{(b2 - k2)1/2} - jo'= ~ (a / -  b) [Tr2(j Jr I )  2 Jr b2]a/~ Jr (aj Jr b) [lr2(j Jr I )  2 Jr b2]a/2 J" 
(58) 
Formula (58) reduces to (51). Lemma 5 is proved. I 
The proof of Lemma 5 differs only in details from the arguments given in [3]. 
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7. The third approach to Problem A is based on an integral equation used in the theory 
of antenna synthesis. Let G(k) := b(k) if k • £; G(k) := a(k) if k • E. By introducing 
the new variable x := /¢ - ib, one can reduce the problem to the case when E~ C l~ and 
ga C I~, where !~ is the real line on the x complex plane. So, assume that £~ = [-h0,~0], 
E,¢ = {x,Imx = O, Ixl > ho}. 
/_l { A(x), 
~(x) := g(z) exp(ix z) dz = 
1 B(x),  
Ix[ > )~o,Imx = 0 
-~o < x < ,~o 
, g(=) • L2[-1, 1], (59) 
I, 
the function A(x) is known, the function B(x) is to be found. Denote r/(x) := 0, 
The left-hand side of (59) can be written as 
ifx e [-1,1], 
if x ¢ [-1,1]. 
/5  1 f5  f5  sin(x-,\) (60) 
Using (59) and (60) one gets 
/ ;o  sin(A_U) /~ s in(h-U)  { B(h), 
~o-~(~---~ B(u)du+ , -~(~'-:'p'~ A(u)du= A(h), 
-.~o < ~ < ~o, (61) 
[,~1 > ,~o, Im,~ = O. 
This yields the integral equation for B(~): 
/_ ~o sin(,~ - u) QB := B(u) du = BCh) - ¢(~), 
.,,o 
-Ao < A ~ Ao, (62) 
where 
fl. sin(~ - u) ¢(A) := A(U) du, -)~0 < ~ < ~0. (63) - - 
Let us write (62) as 
S = QB + ¢(A), -A0 _< ~ _< A0. (64) 
This is a second kind Fredholm type equation. The operator Q is compact and self-adjoint in 
H := L2[-~0, ~0]. The norm of Q is less than 1. It is equal to the first eigenvalue of Q. Let us 
recall that, for h0 = 1, 
Q Cj = ~¢j ,  i > ~i(~0) > ~2(~0) >. . .  > o, (65) 
where Cj are prolate spheroidal functions. These functions and the eigenvalues Aj are tabulated 
and well studied (cf. [17]). The functions cj(h) have an interesting and important double 
orthogonality property: they form an orthonormal basis in L2[-~o, h0] and they are orthogonal 
in L2(-oo, ~)  as well. Since 0 < hi(h0) < 1 equation (64) can be uniquely solved by iterations 
and convergence is guaranteed atthe rate of geometrical series with the denominator hi (h0). Let 
us summarize the numerical procedure: 
(1) Given G(k) for k E E, one puts x - k - ib and reduces Problem A to finding Gt(x) := 
G(x + ib) on the set Ixl _< h0, Imx - 0 from the knowledge of Gl(x) on the set Ix[ > h0, 
Imx-  0. 
(2) Put Gx(x) := A(x) for Ix[ > h0, Imx = 0; and Gl(x) := B(x) for Ixl _< A0, Imx = 0. 
Calculate ¢(h), -h0 _< h < A0, by formula (63) given A(U). 
(3) If ¢(h), -A0 _< h _< A0, is calculated, solve equation (64) by iterations: 
Bn+l(h) =QB, (h)+¢(~) ,  Bo(h) = ¢(h). (66) 
This iterative process converges to the unique solution of equation (64) at the rate of geometric 
series with the denominator ~l(h0). 
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In conclusion, let us discuss briefly the resolution ability of the method. Put p = A0 v, A = A0 t, 
and B(p) :=/~(v) in (62) to get 
_." sin A0(t - v )  
O~' -  1 ~-~ : ~)- ~(/./) d//. (67) 
Thus the operator in the equation (64) is Q = Q(A0), the eigenvalues of Q(A0) are Aj(A0), 
j = 1,2,. . . ,  1 > AI(A0) > A2(A0) > "'" > 0. If A0 --+ oo then AI(A0) --+ 1, and equation (66) 
yields very slow convergence. Let us give the values (with 5 digits) of AI(A0) for some values 
of A0 (see, e.g., [18]): ~1(0.5) ---- 0.30969, AI(1) = 0.57258, A1(2) - 0.88056, )~1(4) = 0.95589, 
A1(6) = 0.99990, A1(8) = 1.0000. One can see that for A0 > 6 the iterative procedure (66) 
converges very slowly. This is another sign of the severe ill-posedness of the problem of analytic 
continuation of the limited angle data in the case when the angle ~0 is small. 
This completes the description of the third approach to numerical solution fo Problem A. This 
approach as been used also in [1, p. 180]. 
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